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Fixed Abrasives Take Lapping
Into Another Dimension
By Dale L. Hutchinson
Stahli USA

T

raditionally, the grinding
process known as
lapping has been
employed in stock removal of
metal and ceramic workpieces
to achieve a desired concentricity or “flatness.” Flat
lapping typically involves
a slurry of loose aluminum
oxide, silicon carbide or other
abrasive grains flowed across
a rotating lap plate in either
a water-based, synthetic or
oil-based vehicle. This creates
an abrasive film between the
plates and the workpiece that
enables stock removal from a
Automated flathoning has distinct advantages over conventional lapping processes that use an abrasive
single side or from both sides
slurry. The process is fast and accurate as well as automated.
simultaneously, of regular or
irregular shapes, without distortion from clamping
Inserts might first be ground on a traditional lapor heat. The loose abrasives leave a dirty residue
ping machine with special fixtures holding up to,
that must be rinsed clean after lapping. Controlling
for example, 200 units.
this loose abrasive process in most cases has to rely
After grinding one side, the inserts are un-fixon the experience of machine operators.
tured, turned over, re-fixtuxed and ground on the
Many companies have discovered the benefits
other side. Throughput averages between 200 and
of replacing their traditional flat-lapping opera300 parts an hour. Removing the typical 0.020 to
tions with a newer technology called flathoning—a
0.025 inches of stock from a tungsten carbide insert
process commonly known as clean lapping. Flatwith a flat-lapping machine usually requires 2 to 3
honing replaces the “black magic” associated with
hours because the material is so hard.
the intense operator involvement for consistent
But flathoning machines are unlike conventional
finished product with today’s abrasive technology
fixed abrasive grinders used for sizing components.
and CNC machinery.
Clean lapping far exceeds the 0.0002- to 0.0003By using bonded CBN or diamond particle in a
inch tolerances of conventional grinders, and it
fixed medium that replaces the loose abrasive protakes that 0.025 inch of carbide stock off both sides
cess, flathoning achieves the same or greater precisimultaneously within 4 to 5 minutes. On a smaller
sion with fixed abrasives than those accomplished
machine, 100 to 150 inserts can be finished within
through conventional flat lapping.
7 to 8 minutes, a rate of 700 to 1,000 parts per hour.
Consider a tungsten carbide insert application.
Speed is a primary reason double-sided flathoning
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micrometers (0.000040 inch) on a
24-hour basis. That capability comes
from using a fixed, bonded material
(as opposed to a loose material),with
the added ability of removing stock
faster.
Traditional grinding still makes
sense for a high-volume single part
that holds 0.0002- to 0.0003-inch tolerance and doesn’t require retooling.
But flathoning should be considered
when:
• Parts exceed the 0.0002-inch
tolerance threshold.
•Retooling a variety of jobs is
necessary. Flathoning, with the
proper wheels on the machine, takes
less than 5 minutes to retool, comMultiple workpieces are processed at a time using discs to hold and orient the parts.
pared to several hours for traditional
grinding machines.
• Components have uneven surface areas
is replacing conventional grinding and flat lapping
between the top and bottom.
in numerous applications across many industries.
• Lapping tolerances are required, but higher
One flathoning machine can often replace three to
throughput
is necessary.
four grinders and their associated labor and over• Working nonferrous or nonmagnetic materials.
head, or reducing it can decrease high tolerance
With lower abrasive costs, increased throughput,
lapping cycles to a few minutes. Stock removal
superior accuracies and reduced labor, the techrates are multiples of 10 to 20 faster than lapping,
nology in flathoning can be the solution for many
and certain tolerances being achieved now exceed
traditional grinding applications.
those being lapped.
For more information from Stahli USA, call
Flathoning can hold thickness variations within
(847)526-3527 or enter PM Direct code 136HZ at
0.6 micrometers (0.000024 inch) in a single batch,
www.production-machining.com
with overall batch-to-batch tolerances of ±1
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